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Assistant Professor (Tenure Track) -- Climate Science & Adaption 2011

INTERVIEWED: 1 WhiteF, 2 WhiteM, 1 Native AmericanF

HIRED: WhiteF

Associate Professor (Tenure Track) -- Aquatic Ecol & Lake Studies 2011

INTERVIEWED: 1 WhiteF, 1 WhiteM, 1 ??

HIRED: WhiteM
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Professor (Tenure Track) -- Gund Director 2011

INTERVIEWED: 2 WhiteM, 1 ?, 1M

HIRED: WhiteM

Assistant Professor (Tenure Track) -- Wildlife & Fisheries Bio 2009

INTERVIEWED: 1 WhiteF, 3 WhiteM

HIRED: WhiteM
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Assistant Professor (Tenure Track) -- Atmospheric & Climate Science 2009

INTERVIEWED: 2 WhiteF, 1 WhiteM, 1 hispanic/LatinoM

HIRED: WhiteM

Research Assistant Professor -- Forest Health (joint w. USFS) 2007

INTERVIEWED: 2 WhiteF, 1 ?F

HIRED: WhiteF
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Assistant Professor (Tenure Track) -- Atmospheric Sciences 2006

INTERVIEWED: 4 WhiteF, 1 WhiteM
HIRED: WhiteF